This paper presents a novel system based on the Internet of Things (IoT) to Human Activity Recognition (HAR) by monitoring vital signs remotely. We use machine learning algorithms to determine the activity done within four pre-established categories (lie, sit, walk and jog). Meanwhile, it is able to give feedback during and after the activity is performed, using a remote monitoring component with remote visualization and programmable alarms. This system was successfully implemented with a 95.83% success ratio.
Introduction
The Internet of Things, IoT, is a new concept in which all sensing objects can be connected to the internet to have remote and constant access to its measurements (data). This access allows for taking action in a faster way, with better results and much more data involved [1, 2] . The data that compose these kinds of systems can go from temperature [3] , outdoor location [4] , indoor location [5] , storage stock, humidity or other industry related variables [6] . In short, any sensor that can be connected to the Internet makes part of an IoT paradigm [7] .
In such a way, classical applications of pervasive computing can be upgraded to an IoT scheme for an activity recognition application: Human Activity Recognition (HAR). These applications, in their classical approach, have been researched, evaluated and developed to the point that several commonly available products have HAR systems built in. This can be seen on some fitness trackers, references [8, 9] , which have HAR systems built into the mobile applications of their manufacturer. These applications usually register and analyze daily and sleep activity [10] . The HAR system consists of sensing the person's positioning and movement, performing a feature extraction and a classification of those features to decide which activity was performed in a pre-selected list of activities [11] [12] [13] . The HAR systems have several methods to perform recognition, the most common one being an artificial vision assisted system [14, 15] . This kind recognition can be seen in commercial products such as the Microsoft Kinect TM [16] . Despite the many benefits and high popularity, in both usability and research, of vision assisted HAR, it presents several disadvantages for subjects such as accuracy, coverage and cost. Another method that can overcome these challenges are on-body sensors systems or wearable assisted HAR [17] . This kind of approach relies on wearable sensors present throughout the body, which help to perform the recognition [18] . This method can either require that the subject wear one [19, 20] or more [21] for pre-established periods of time. Some systems even require that the device(s) have to be permanently worn by the person [22] . These devices could be those within another device such as a smartphone [23, 24] .
In this paper, we present a more detailed and novel version of an HAR-IoT system that employs a single device with occasional usage, as seen in [20] presented at the International Conference on Future Networks and Distributed Systems (ICFNDS) 2017. This system is intended to be used by patients with chronic heart diseases, patients that have their health status in a non-critical condition but still need constant monitoring. The presented system focuses on the daily routine, activity and physical therapy that each patient must have as part of their recuperation process. Although an IoT approach needs a security analysis [25, 26] , our approach to the IoT does not rely on a wireless sensor network (WSN) [27] , the data information is not sensitive to outside listeners [28] and, as previously stated, the focus of the paper is to validate the presented approach to HAR-IoT systems.
The HAR-IoT system uses a specialized hardware for vital signs monitoring including embedded heart, respiration and body acceleration sensors. The activity recognition was implemented using a classifier that uses the information gathered by this hardware. Two different methods were implemented for the classifiers: Bayes [29] and C4.5 [30] . An (IoT) cloud based component was integrated [31, 32] to perform different tasks, such as: remote consultation [33] , feedback and therapy control for both duration and quality [34] or even an online classification service [35] . This component also grants remote access to the data and configurable alerts for the activity done, if needed. This paper presents a novel interaction between a traditional HAR system and an IoT system with a different approach to the classical feature extraction in an HAR system, which resulted in a 95.83% success ratio with a notable small training data set.
This work will be presented as follows: in Section 2, the system architecture is explained and complemented with the system description in Section 3. Section 4 focuses on explaining the feature extraction method and the classifier information. The experiments and results are presented in Section 5, and, finally, the conclusions are shown in Section 6.
System Architecture
The proposed system is composed of two main modules: a traditional HAR system that can be implemented on any mobile and non-mobile device, and an e-health application of any recognition or surveillance system used in a health care related subject. These modules work independently, but the novelty of the approach lays with the increase of availability and decrease response times.
HAR Systems
An HAR system is a specific application of pattern recognition and expert systems. This recognition works in two phases: a training phase and a recognition phase. Although both have similar steps, the training phase has a priori information of the activities done and the recognition phase uses the knowledge of the training phase to have accurate recognition. This means that the recognition phase is highly dependent on the training phase success.
Learning/Training Phase
The learning or training phase is the first phase of any recognition algorithm. This phase is in charge of establishing the relations between the data and the activities. It has three main steps ( Figure 1 ):
1. Data collection: The data collection step conducts the data acquisition from all the sensors available for the system. The sensor available will be dependent on the kind of device that the recognition is built for. This step needs an activity log of every activity performed detailing the time, the type and duration. The training phase must consider all possible activities, needing all to be performed, preferably, in an aleatory manner without a correlation in activity, duration or any other factor that might be involved in the recognition. It is important to note that the data collection is done without any signal processing as all processing and analysis is done during the feature extraction step.
2. Feature extraction: The feature extraction step has several possibilities depending on the kind of sensors and variables types that are involved during the data collection step. There can be structural features and statistical features. The structural features are those that try to find interrelation or correlation between the signals. This also means that the signal can fit a previously defined mathematical function to the current state of the variables. The statistical feature extraction performs a transformation on the signal using statistical information. These features could be the mean of the signal, standard deviation, correlation, etc. The most common transformations performed are the Fourier and Wavelet transforms. During this step, it is common to perform signal processing to eliminate noise, reduce the range of the signal or perform other kinds of processing to better extract the relevant features for each activity. 3. Learning: The learning or the final step of the training phase is the development of a recognition model that is learned from the data set, the activity log and the relevant features to properly recognize any activity. This step is highly dependent on the training data set, which is the reason for the strict methodology and rigorous logging on the data collection step. There are many recognition models that can go from a rule tree based on signal parameters, neural networks, statistical base algorithms or fuzzy logic, each one having their advantages and disadvantages. Based on the complexity, response time and available resources, the model must be selected to best fit the system demands. 
Recognition Phase
The recognition phase is the final phase of an HAR system. It does the recognition of the activity performed using the training phase result. The recognition phase has three main steps ( Figure 2 ):
1. Data collection: The data collection step does the data acquisition of all the sensors available for the recognition. The sensor available will be dependent on the kind of device that the recognition is built for. Unlike the learning phase, there is not any prior knowledge of the activities performed, so there is no need, either choice, to have an activity log. It is important to note that the data collection is done without any signal processing, as all processing and analysis is done during the feature extraction step. 2. Feature extraction: The feature extraction step has several possibilities according to the kind of sensors and variable types that are involved during the data collection step. There can be structural features and statistical features. The structural features are those that try to find interrelation or correlation between the signals. This also means that the signal can fit a previously defined mathematical function to the current state of the variables. The statistical feature performs transformation on the signal using statistical information. This could be using the mean of the signal, standard deviation, correlation, etc. The most common transformations performed are the Fourier and Wavelet transforms. During this step, it is common to perform signal processing to eliminate noise, reduce the range of the signal or perform other kinds of processing to better extract the relevant features for each activity. 3. Recognition: The recognition or the final step of the training phase is the inference of the activity performed using the gathered data and extracted features on the previous steps using the recognition model of the training phase. This step decides which of the possible activities were done with a percentage of accuracy, which depends on the recognition model. This step is the most time-consuming part of any HAR system and, according to the selected model and available resources, this time and accuracy change. 
E-Health Applications
An IoT solution gathers information from the available sensors, people and/or electronic devices. If the data source, application, user or place of implementation are related to the healthcare industry, it is called an e-health solution. These kinds of applications provide a novel approach to the healthcare system, which bring new and better services such as constant monitoring of patients and remote consultation services. All of these services provide a faster and reliable healthcare industry with almost zero waiting time, changing the classical approach of the healthcare system from a reactive service to a preemptive industry.
In this project, the main focus is to improve the healthcare services that take care of patients for which their health status is not in a critical condition, but they still need constant monitoring. To better understand the proposed solution, it is necessary to discuss and understand the general scheme of a remote patient service, especially home remote patient monitoring. The general architecture of a remote patient service ( Figure 3 ) includes a variety of sensor and/or medical devices to measure relevant variables of the patient that include but are not limited to: According to the signal properties and signal availability, the data is transmitted via the Internet to a database. Inside the database, the data can be constantly analyzed, displayed or even take action, usually in the form of alarms, to give a better healthcare service. The constant availability of the data implies a full time monitoring of the relevant data of the patient, which makes it easier to detect an abnormality on the patient. This also means that the medical record of the patient gets a huge amount of data, opening the possibility of performing a more integral and objective medical diagnosis. This will reduce the cost service, improve the recuperation time and will improve the efficiency on the healthcare system overall.
The lower cost service is associated with the fact that the patient will assume the high expenses related to it, accommodation and infrastructure related costs. There is also a reduction in staffing cost, as the remote monitoring implicates that the qualified personnel for the care services does not need to be present at the patient location, and one person can be in charge of the tracking of more than one patient at a time, with the help of the data analytics of the system. In addition, at their homes, the patient's recuperation process can be accelerated, as a remote care service greatly minimizes the exposure of the patient to others' diseases, comparing this scenario to a classical hospitalization environment.
Having the patient data in real time will improve any treatment, as the adjustments of the quantity, methodology and other factors of the treatment can be adjusted in the same manner. This follows a paradigm to change from a situational response to a situation prevention and avoid high risk scenarios. This real-time management allows the procedures to be simpler and more efficient. Consequently, there will be great improvement on the quality of life of patients undergoing remote monitoring services, with stress levels lowering because of their home accommodation rather than in a hospital. The implemented solution will be described in further sections.
System Description
The goal of this prototype is to implement an HAR-IoT system, which needs to be able to measure physiological variables, have an HAR component that works according to the sensor data, and implement a cloud system for data storage and remote display. Intelligent alarms can be programmed according to different levels following the hospital requirements.
The system's block diagram is composed of three main elements (wearable, the smartphone application and the cloud ). This diagram is shown in Figure 4 :
• Wearable: The selected wearable is the Bioharness (Zaphyr, Annapolis, Maryland, US). This wearable is capable of measuring several physiological variables (for more information, see Section 3.1) and connect to a smartphone via Bluetooth. • Smartphone application: This application has three main components. The data reception that handles the communication and storage of the raw sensor data of the wearable. The HAR classifier, which recognizes the kind of movement done at that moment using the raw sensor data, a classifier algorithm and a machine learning process. Furthermore, a local visualization is responsible for displaying raw sensor data and the activity recognized. • Cloud: The cloud component receives all the raw data of the wearable and the activities recognized by the HAR classifier. All the data is stored and can be consulted online using a web browser. 
Hardware Component
The selected wearable device ( Figure 5 ) was the Zephyr TM Bioharness 3 model K113045. This is a device that measures physiological variables [36] . It can measure heart rate, heart rate variability, and respiratory rate, it has a built-in accelerometer for posture and several activity analysis. These sensors are embedded on an elastic band that must be worn at chest height and pressured against the skin. The strap design allows it to be used under regular clothes, at any given place such as the work place, home and/or health centers. The Bioharness 3 has a special characteristic that allows the device to not require the use of electrolytic gel nor any adhesive material for its proper operation, unlike other skin-contact devices. The device has an internal storage in which all the physiological data is saved as it performs measurements. When the Bioharness 3 connects via Bluetooth (class 1) to another device, it sends the storage data to the device. If the Bioharness 3 is connected while performing measurements, the data sent is the last measurement done. The strap of the Bioharness is washable and the plastic where all the sensors are can be submerged up to 1 m under water. Table 1 contains the detailed information as provided by the manufacturer. 
Software Component
The software components of the system have two separate environments. The first is a smartphone application to gather, analyze, locally visualize and send the data to the cloud and is implemented for Android devices. The other one is a cloud environment. This allows for remote visualization of the raw data and activity recognition, and can have several configurable alarms.
Smartphone Application
The gathering of data, analysis and patient local interface of the project was implemented in a smartphone application compatible with Android 4.1 or higher. This application, as seen in the block diagram (Figure 4 ), has the following main functions:
•
Data reception: The application has to receive Bioharness information packages using Bluetooth protocol. Then, the system has to discriminate the packages to get all the individual sensors' information. • HAR classifier: With the raw sensor data, the app uses a classifier algorithm to build a recognition model to estimate the current activity.
Local visualization: All the latest sensor data can be seen in the mobile screen, in conjunction with the latest recognized activity.
Both the sensor's raw data and the recognized activity is sent to the cloud system using either HTTP or Message Queue Telemetry Transport (MQTT) protocols.
Cloud
For the cloud environment, a platform called Ubidots was selected, which is a Colombian enterprise that offers cloud services for IoT solutions. This is an integrated solution that covers all necessary services to successfully implement small to medium solutions at a low cost. The services include: data storage (up to 500.000 data points), remote visualization (several widgets), basic data manipulation (basic algebraic operations) and programmable email and Short Message Service SMS alarms.
This platform was used to visualize the history of the activities recognized, heart rate, respiration rate, posture and the acceleration values. The alarms were configured for heart rate and respiration having minimum and maximum levels alerts. The last alarm was configured for a maximum level of the peak acceleration (behavior that indicates a fall) ( Figure 6 ). 
HAR System
Having the data collected, the next step is to perform the activity recognition. To do this, we performed a two-phase recognition algorithm. The first step is the feature extraction, which uses the raw data to create a set of features that are the input of the second phase: the classification phase.
The classification phase can be either a training step (see Section 2.1) that generates the recognition model or a recognition step that uses the recognition model and the extracted features to determine the activity performed.
Feature Extraction
The feature extraction is an algorithm that standardizes the raw data set, which reduces the amount of data to process. It performs analysis over the data set, such as structure detection, transformations or statistical functions. This allows the data to be organized in standard forms (mathematical functions) with an emphasis on how well the data explains these standard forms (fit). This process reduces the raw data to a finite and concrete set of aspects of the signal, which reduces the complexity of the recognition model.
For each available sensor, there can be several features that can be extracted and, if not well proposed, the classification problem can become an overdetermined system. To avoid an indeterminate problem, there are several options to decrease the amount of features used in the classification. To select the features and reduction methods appropriate to the problem, it is first necessary to see which data is available. For this project, the available data is: In this case, most signals are time series measurements with low variability, meaning that the most appropriate feature extraction method is a structure detector without any prior processing [18] . The only exception to this is the three-axis acceleration, as these kinds of signals are too fluctuating and oscillatory to use a structure detection without pre-processing.
To decrease the unwanted behavior of the signal, two methods can be used: a principal component analysis (PCA) or a discrete cosine transform (DCT). Both extract the most relevant information of the signal, and the PCA uses statistical procedures to get a set of linearly uncorrelated variables. On the other hand, DCT uses a only real domain Laplace transform to get the frequency components of the signal. In this case and for this kind of signal, the best results are obtained using PCA over DCT [37] .
The structure detection algorithm searches for the best fitting mathematical function for the selected data, a minimization of the mean square error between the data and the function (Equation (1)):
The structural detectors, f (Y(t)), can be either lineal or nonlineal functions. These functions have different parameters that describe the behavior of the function. Modifying these parameter allows for fitting each signal iteration to a structure with a unique set of parameters. These parameters become the features selected to perform the recognition. To avoid a high cost search in mathematical structures, a few structures were selected. This was done according to the usual behavior and range of the available signals. Table 2 presents the selected mathematical functions from which the algorithm will try to fit the signals. This table also presents the different parameters that describe the functions, their restrictions, characteristics or formulas that define them. 
Structure Formula Parameters
Linear
The implemented algorithm that performs the feature extraction takes into account the current data set, the parameters of the structure with a priority on the less resource-consuming structures. The serial steps of this algorithm are:
1. Get the current data set. 2. Iterate and execute the linear structural detectors. 3. Calculate the mean square error for the best fitting lineal structures. 4. If the error is high enough, iterate and execute the nonlineal detectors. 5. Calculate the mean square error for the best fitting nonlineal structures. 6. Select the structure with the lowest error. 7. Pass the function parameters as the features to the classifier.
Classifier
There are several classifier algorithms that could work on an HAR system. The main kind of classifiers are:
•
Rule trees: The rule tree, or decision tree is a hierarchy based model, in which all the features are mapped as nodes and each possible value for the feature is presented as a branch. These kinds of classifiers have a computational complexity of O(log(n)) , for n features. The most common decision trees models are D3/4/5, CLS, ASSISTANT, CART and C4.5.
Bayesian methods: The Bayesian methods use conditional probabilities to calculate the likelihood of an event according to a set of features and their probabilities. The most common Bayesian methods are the Bayesian network and the naive Bayes, the later one being a special case that considers all features to be statistically independent of one another. • Iteration based learning: The iteration based learning (IBL) are methods that learn the similarities and relations between features according to the training data set. These methods rely on high computational resources, large data sets and high storage capacities. • Support vector machines: Support vector machines (SVM) have been widely used in HAR systems.
They are based on several kernel functions that transform all the features to a higher degree space gaining information and relations between the features and the activities. • Artificial neural networks: The artificial neural networks, (ANN or NN), use a weighted network to perform an analysis of the features and the activities performed. It imitates the neural synapses on biological brains to successfully recognize patters and models.
Following the requirements and constraints of the project, either IBL, SVN or ANN can be used, as the limited resources of the device in which the algorithm will be implemented prevent a successful implementation of these classifiers. Only a rule tree or Bayesian method could be implemented for this project. One algorithm of each kind of classifier was implemented in the mobile device to analyze the performance and the best was implemented in the system.
Rule Tree Classifier
For the rule tree classifiers, the C4.5 algorithm was selected. This algorithm uses different sets of rules according to the training data set, which divide the data set in different sections (gains) following the feature's relation to the activity to be recognized (attribute).
In Figure 7 , a small example of this algorithm can be seen. The decision branches are probabilities of the feature to be in a certain location, which are expressed as binary variables. This algorithm has the following process to generate the rule tree:
1. Root calculation: To select a starting point, root node selection, it uses the feature with the highest gain, as it covers the most possible cases with the first iteration. 2. New branch search: The branch selection is done for each new node. It looks at the different features that the node can interact with and evaluates the possibility to recognize an attribute. The highest probability is assigned as a branch. 3. New node selection: After the branch is assigned, the algorithm evaluates the new node probability of attribute selection and selects a feature with the highest chance of attribute recognition. 4. Iteration: Iterate the steps 2 and 3 until the probability of attribute recognition is 1, which means it is the end of a branch. With the end of the branch, a rule is produced and associated with that attribute. If, after the iterations of all possible attributes a branch end has not been found, the starting node changes to the second highest gain. 5. Search through all attributes in the current node: Steps 2-4 are needed to be repeated until all attributes have a rule associated. 
Bayesian Classifier
For the Bayesian classifier, a Naive Bayes algorithm was selected. This algorithm is based on the conditional probabilities of an activity being performed for each given set of features. It assumes that all features are statistically independent from one another. The algorithm begins by counting and identifying all the features available (attributes) and the activity to be recognized (classes). The rules are generated by using the conditional probability of the attribute for a determined class. This is done for all possible classes (Equation (2)):
This means attributes times classes number of rules in a single problem. After all rules are calculated, a conditional calculation of the rule for a given set of attributes and class is performed. It selects the higher probability rule to be assigned to the class (Figure 8 ). 
Classifier Selection
To test each classifier performance, each classifier was implemented in the target device and was presented with a single binary output problem. The problem consisted of a question: ¿Can I go out to play?. To solve this, there were four features to evaluate it. Table 3 presents all attributes and the class with the possible values. The training data set consisted of 14 samples, with no statistical correlation between instances. With this, each algorithm generated its own set of rules. The resulting rule sets were five rules for a C4.5 algorithm (Figure 9 ) and 36 for the Naive Bayes algorithm ( Figure 10 ).
As expected, the Naive Bayes algorithm has a much larger rule set because it combines all the features, and then produces a rule with the probability obtained with the number of times found in the training set rule. The rule is maintained even when it does not provide useful information, unlike the C4.5 algorithm, which deletes them. The results of this test concluded that the C4.5 algorithm is the best suited for this project. Because the proposed prototype will have 18 features, the rule set size of the Naive algorithm will be much larger than the one of the C4.5, implicating a less cost efficient algorithm. 
Experiment and Results
This project presents an HAR-IoT system that uses an Food and Drug Administration (FDA)-certified strap that measure several physiological variables, in conjunction with an Android application that has a C4.5 classifier and PCA to improve the results and a cloud-based system for remote visualization of the strap raw data and the classifier outcome. In this section, the experiment setup used to validate the system will be described in addition to the results obtained after the experiment being successful.
Experiment Description
The experiment had two phases: Learning and Recognition. During the training phase, three different test subjects (students with similar body types, age and weight) were performed several physical activities in a pre-established order (lie, sit, lie, walk, sit, jog, sit, jog and walk) while wearing the Bioharness. Each activity needs to be performed for a time frame of four minutes without changing activity or stopping. This time frames are divided in eight smaller frames that are called windows, which need to be at least 15 s long, as it is the minimum amount of time for the variable detection by the Bioharness. These windows were selected to have twice the amount of time, which is a balance between the length of the activity and the amount of data gathered for each activity. During the whole learning phase, the sensors acquire the data and the classifier generates the rules for the recognition. In addition, all data is available in the cloud to supervise the exercises in a remote location (if needed).
For the feature extraction, a single structure detector was selected: a straight line. This is due to the convergence time, meaning that we obtained two features per signal, and this resulted in size of the resulting matrix being twice the number of signals, in the columns, and the number of time windows, in the rows. As this classifier works only with qualitative values, all probabilities were assigned a qualitative equivalent. Therefore, using the mean values of each feature, a qualitative value can be assigned. If the value is less than the mean, it is assigned as low and high, otherwise.
After the classifier generates the rules (recognition model), the recognition phase can start. During this phase, the prototype will extract, evaluate and detect the user activity based on the recognition model that was found during the learning phase. This phase does not have a time frame and can start or stop at any given time. Finally, for redundancy purposes, a text file with the data recorded from each instance is created.
Learning Phase Results
The training data set was composed of 74 time windows ( Figure 11 ). As the activities that require more energy could have changes with an exhaustion factor during a prolonged experiment, a recurrent rest was included to have the best and more consistent results (inclusion of sitting periods of time between walking and jogging activities). The learning phase ended with the following qualitative assignments ( Table 4 ). After the feature extraction phase, the algorithm proceeds generating the rule tree to that specific training data set ( Figure 12 ). For this project, there were 13 rules in total having a single recognition model for the different subjects that were involved during this phase ( Table 5 ). During the implementation phase, one of the test subjects was randomly asked to perform a total of 72 activity windows that were recollected. For these 72 windows, in 69 of them, the activity was successfully recognized, with only three that were wrongly classified. The confusion matrix of this implementation is present in Table 6 . Likewise, a time series displaying each activity done and its activity recognized can be seen in Figure 13 and the same data in Table 7 . Figure 13 . Results of the implementation phase.
Conclusions
This project successfully developed and implemented a novel human activity recognition system using a smartphone, the Bioharness 3 and a cloud system. For feature extraction, we used structural functions and, for pre-processing, a PCA algorithm was used. For the classifier, both the C4.5 and the Naive Bayes rules were implemented on the target hardware, but the C4.5 was selected instead of Naive Bayes due to the size of the rule set. The prototype in implementation phase got a score of 95.83% in the classification success. The project can be improved by adding more light-weight algorithms, different structural functions and the usage of more features. As future work, we presented the following path that contributed to the improvement of the presented project:
1. The comparison between the performance using multiple different structural functions:
having different structural functions can optimize the resource consumption and decreasing the computational load of the classifier. 2. The broadening of the training data and robustness of the system: the system was implemented as a proof of concept of an HAR-IoT system, with a few users. These kinds of systems to be implemented in a product or in a trial must be trained with a high amount of data sets, as the recognition models should be trained user-independently so the recognition works independently from the subject using it. With our system, the test subjects were students with similar body types, ages and weights, which resulted in a functional system. For the later implementation, the system should have more training data. To improve the classification, another set of features such as mean, variance or percentile could be used along with the features we used to have more information. In addition, another recognition model could be used. 3. The implementation of the classifier on the cloud: The mayor constraint that the system present is the limited hardware available for the classifier. If the cloud resources can be available to perform the classification, more complex and better algorithms can be integrated into the system. There could even be a classifier redundancy system in which both the local application and the cloud system perform classification.
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